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1. Introduction

Globally, technology has gained recognition as a primary catalyst for enhancing and revamping educational methods in universities (Ho et al., 2020). This emphasis on technology by governments is evident in significant initiatives and substantial financial allocations aimed at constructing and upgrading information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure within academic institutions (Sharma et al., 2011). Among the diverse technologies that influence education, the Internet has emerged as the tool that has most effectively enabled the evolution of teaching and learning in recent times (Moubayed et al., 2018). Through interconnected technologies and wireless communication, educators and students now possess the capability to engage beyond the confines of the conventional classroom facilitated by e-learning (Regmi & Jones, 2020). This potential has empowered instructors to harness the adaptability of online learning to cater to the requirements of numerous students across all educational tiers, especially those who are situated in circumstances that hinder their engagement in traditional settings (Gentile et al., 2020).

E-learning introduces novel learning possibilities and instigates profound transformations in educational methodologies (Wei et al., 2021). For instance, the conventional paradigm of education no longer aligns with the contemporary era of lifelong learning, wherein the dynamics between educators and learners are undergoing shifts ( Antony & Bhattacharyya, 2010). Consequently, e-learning has emerged as one of the most appropriate alternatives. Moreover, e-learning has frequently proven to be invaluable in scenarios where alternative instructional approaches are unavailable (Islam et al., 2021; Guri-Rosenblit, 2018).
Traditional classroom instruction has historically followed a teacher-centric approach in which educators wield central authority over class content, spanning subjects, educational resources, progression, and discussions (Olum et al., 2020). Nonetheless, in contemporary pedagogical paradigms, the significance of communication and interaction in learning voyages has emerged as a pivotal factor (Ansong et al., 2017). In this context, e-learning assumes a critical role, possessing the capacity and responsibility to heighten the educational caliber and institutional eminence (Huynh, 2017; Teo et al., 2014).

Universities, whether public or private, endeavor to attain peak performance and distinction. Concentrating on factors such as performance metrics, student contentment, effective leadership, strategic prioritization, procedural management, factual basis, staff advancement and engagement, learning strategies, innovation cultivation, creativity, and social responsibility constitutes the fundamental tenets of organizational excellence (Al-Dhaafri & Alosani, 2021). The pursuit of organizational excellence entails formulating and executing strategies that align with an institution's vision and contextual landscape (Venkatesh et al., 2020). This involves the ongoing preservation of these plans and their continuous evaluation, utilizing methods that encompass total quality control, incessant refinement, and institutional learning (Lavrov et al., 2017; Naveed et al., 2017).

Attaining excellence is a strategic imperative for universities, enabling them to realize their objectives by securing elevated quality standards and a competitive edge (Mohamed et al., 2018). The concept of excellence necessitates universities to meticulously assess their outcomes, pinpoint specific avenues for enhancement, establish a competitive stance within the market vis-à-vis rivals, and foster a stable operational milieu (Eshahi & Dehdazzi, 2019). The adoption of organizational excellence bolsters operational efficacy and promotes the attainment of sought-after outcomes (Al-Adaileh et al., 2022; Al-Eida, 2021). Leveraging the capabilities of information has emerged as a prime avenue for achieving excellence within universities. Singa et al. (2020) assert that the integration of information technology into university operations significantly bolsters performance metrics and fosters the development of noteworthy professional eminence.

Within universities, the Information Technology (IT) capacity is a paramount organizational capability with significant implications (Cardozo et al., 2019). IT capabilities play a pivotal role in facilitating the collection, timely, and accurate analysis of information and knowledge for institutions (Qahtani et al. 2023; Rehman et al., 2020). The university's IT infrastructure serves as a vital digital platform, enhancing the breadth and depth of knowledge and operational processes and bolstering the capacity to acquire, integrate, and apply knowledge (Popescu et al., 2019). From a technology-based perspective, universities boasting a comprehensive and diverse technological foundation are better positioned to assimilate novel information and potential shifts within the educational landscape. Consequently, this enhances their capability to discern opportunities and technological avenues for digital innovation remotely (Yanfika et al., 2020). Numerous scholars have concentrated their efforts on unraveling the mechanism through which information technology processes influence a university's competitive edge and augment its organizational excellence (Dahunsi et al., 2021; Elfaki et al., 2019).

Given the significance of technology in higher education, the objective of this study is to conduct a thorough investigation of how e-learning affects organizational excellence at UAE universities along with the moderating role of demographic factors.

2. The Organizational Excellence

Educational institutions are constantly striving for success, survival, and improvement, which prompts them to continuously develop, enhance, and adjust their strategies and products and utilize renewable educational tools and resources (Al-Jediah & Albdareen, 2020). Modern educational institution management aims to optimize the use of knowledge, science, and available resources to achieve success and continuity (Arbab & Mahdi, 2018). Organizational excellence has garnered significant attention from researchers in today’s globalized world (Hussain et al. 2023; Alsulami, 2019). This shift is due to the fact that the era of knowledge and information has transcended traditional job specifications, favoring excellence and diverse knowledge in both leaders and subordinates (Aldalimy et al., 2019). Organizational excellence can be described as a state of creative management and exceptional performance that involves the execution of various organizational processes such as production, marketing, and finance. This leads to achievements that surpass competitors and satisfy stakeholders (Khatir et al., 2017). It can also be understood as achieving administrative and functional excellence by harnessing untapped potential in employees and the organization, marked by strong leadership, empowerment, and growth for improved performance (Mehta et al., 2019; Syakur, 2019).

The significance of organizational excellence lies in its role in enhancing educational institutions’ efficiency, effectiveness, and overall mechanisms. This positively impacts the quality of the education provided (Mohamed et al., 2018) and contributes to the ongoing success of universities (Miiro, 2018). Organizational excellence further aids in the better management of operations and resources, attracting exceptional students and faculty (Al Shobakib et al., 2017). It promotes outstanding leadership, an efficient workforce, and a culture of excellence, leading to high performance, creativity, and innovation (Al Yami, 2019). Organizational excellence promotes the adoption of best practices and tools for quality measurement, self-assessment, and continuous improvement (Aldalimy et al., 2019). It encompasses the principles, standards, and methods that facilitate long-term success (Naser & Al Shobaki, 2017; Almaiah & Alyoussef, 2019). As a vital aspect of administrative development, organizational excellence necessitates the enhancement of employee skills and capabilities within educational institutions (Al Yami, 2019).
This research adopted the following model based on the literature review:
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### 3. Research Methodology

This study employs a quantitative approach to delve into the relationship between e-learning and organizational excellence within the context of United Arab Emirates (UAE) universities. The primary target population for this research was employees working across various universities in the UAE. Specifically, this study focuses on a sample of 250 senior and middle administrators within public universities in the UAE. The sample was selected using a convenience sampling approach. This approach allows for practical data collection from accessible participants. The survey was built using the Google form platform and distributed to respondents via email. The survey's items were assessed on a five-point Likert scale. The survey was divided into two parts: the first section included demographic factors (such as gender, age, education, and experience), while the second part included 24 questions in total about the dependent and independent variables.

#### 3.1 Data Analysis Tool

The research data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with the AMOS software. Three steps were performed during analysis. The first step involved a descriptive study of the respondents' demographic profile data. The reliability and validity of the constructs were assessed during the second stage of the analysis. Reliability and validity are essential to guarantee the consistency and stability of the study constructs, and the final step of the analysis focuses on hypothesis testing and primary research outcomes, according to Hair et al. (2017). The conclusions of this investigation helped confirm or reject the hypotheses. Through the use of SEM, a thorough investigation of both direct and indirect effects has been made possible, allowing for a deeper comprehension of intricate interactions at work (Sarstedt et al. 2022).

### 4. Results

#### 4.1 Descriptive Analysis

From Table 1, it is evident that the proportion of males in the sample was 81.2%, whereas females accounted for 18.8%. Regarding age distribution, participants aged “Less than 35 Years old” constituted 9.1%, those aged “35-45 Years old” represented 54.9%, participants aged “45-55 Years old” comprised 24.1%, and those aged "More than 55 Years old" accounted
for 11.9%. Analyzing the education level, it is noteworthy that individuals with a “master’s degree” constituted 65.2% of the sample, whereas those holding a “Doctorate Degree” made up the remaining 34.8%. In terms of Experience, the breakdown indicates that respondents with “Less than 1 year” of experience constituted 2.0%, while those with “1 – 3 years” of experience represented 2.4%. Participants with “3 – 5 years” of experience constituted 13.2%, and the majority, accounting for 82.4%, possessed “More than 5 years” of experience. Table 1 summarizes these results.

Table 1
Demographic characteristics for the study sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>81.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Less than 35 Years old</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35-45 Years old</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>54.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45-55 Years old</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More than 55 Years old</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Level</td>
<td>Master’s Degree</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doctorate Degree</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>34.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of Experience</td>
<td>Less than 1 year</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-3 years</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-5 years</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More than 5 years</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>82.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Instruments Validity

Cronbach’s alpha is a reliability coefficient that assesses the internal consistency of a set of items or variables within a specific construct that should exceed 0.60 (Hair et al. 2017). In this context, the table shows Cronbach’s alpha values for both the independent variable, "E-Learning," and the dependent variable, "Organizational Excellence," along with their respective subcomponents. However, the total Cronbach's alpha value for "E-Learning" is 0.873, which indicates a strong level of internal consistency and reliability among the items. For “E-Learning” dimensions (IT Infrastructure, Technical Knowledge, Management Willingness) were 0.944, 0.856, and 0.856, respectively. Furthermore, the total Cronbach's alpha value for “Organizational Excellence” is 0.892 which reflects a solid level of internal consistency among the items that collectively evaluate the concept of Organizational Excellence within the study. Further down the table, the sub-components of “Organizational Excellence” are presented, including “Leadership Excellence”, “Faculty Excellence”, and “Organizational Structure Excellence”. The calculated Cronbach's alpha values for these subcomponents were 0.771, 0.838, and 0.838, respectively. These values indicate that the items within these sub-components consistently measured their respective aspects of Organizational Excellence. Table 2 provides a comprehensive overview of the Cronbach's alphas.

Table 2
Cronbach's alpha for the study fields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value of (α)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent Variables: E-Learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Infrastructure</td>
<td>0.873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Knowledge</td>
<td>0.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management willingness</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent Variable: Organizational excellence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership excellence</td>
<td>0.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty excellence</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational structure excellence</td>
<td>0.838</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Hypothesis Testing

To analyze the data and explore the potential impact of E-learning on organizational excellence within UAE universities, a multiple regression analysis was employed. The procedure is detailed as follows:

**Hypothesis 1:** E-learning dimensions (IT Infrastructure, Staff capabilities, Management willingness) have no significant impact on the Organizational excellence dimensions (Leadership excellence, Faculty excellence, Organizational structure excellence) in public universities in the UAE.

Table 3
Multiple Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Sig*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT Infrastructure</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.367</td>
<td>.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Knowledge</td>
<td>.270</td>
<td>3.143</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management willingness</td>
<td>.607</td>
<td>8.098</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent variable: Organizational excellence  F-value = 61.886 (0.000) R² = 0.430
Table 3 illustrates the impact of e-learning and its constituent variables (Technical Knowledge, and management willingness) on organizational excellence. The results depicted in the table reveal a noteworthy and significant influence of e-learning and its variables on the dimensions of organizational excellence within public universities in the UAE. This significance is indicated by a recorded p-value of (0.000), which is below the commonly accepted threshold of (0.05). Furthermore, the coefficient of determination (R2) has a value of (0.430), indicating that approximately 43.0% of the variability observed in organizational excellence can be elucidated by e-learning and its associated variables in the context of public universities within the UAE. This highlights the substantial role that e-learning and its components play in enhancing organizational excellence.

In terms of (F), the calculated value was (61.886). This parameter signifies the influence of e-learning, particularly technical knowledge, and willingness to manage, on organizational excellence within public universities in the UAE. The observed impact indicates that e-learning, with its specific focus on Technical Knowledge and Management willingness, contributes significantly to the variations observed in organizational excellence.

Hypothesis 2: There is no significant differences of E-learning among Senior and middle administrations due to the variable of (Gender, Age, Educational level, and Experience) in public universities in the UAE.

Table 4
The results of testing the second hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderating Variable</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>P (Sig)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>4.652</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>6.573</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>38.895</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>10.284</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results depicted in Table 4 show that Gender, Age, Educational level, and experience serve as significant moderating variables, influencing the differences in e-learning perceptions among senior and middle administrators within public universities in the UAE. The statistical significance of these findings underscores the importance of these variables in understanding the varying perspectives of e-learning within this academic context.

6. Discussion

The study sought to understand how e-learning affected organizational excellence. The findings indicate that institutional excellence in public universities in the United Arab Emirates is significantly impacted by e-learning dimensions (technical knowledge and management willingness). These findings support earlier findings by (Sáiz-Manzanares et al. 2019; Somyürek et al. 2020; Ho et al. 2020). Given that e-learning allows all stakeholders to complete their jobs effectively and quickly, it makes sense that it has a favorable impact on the university's, organizational structure's, and students' ability to attain excellence. As a result of the UAE universities' strong technical orientation, it is only natural that they strive to integrate technology into every aspect of their administrative and pedagogical procedures to stand out among other universities on a global scale.

Universities frequently find it necessary to adapt to alterations in the external environment and the heightened competitive nature of the market. These external shifts have a comprehensive impact on all facets of the university, with particular emphasis on the human element. The expansion and growth of rival institutions on local and global scales, coupled with the emergence of abundant investment and growth prospects, compels universities to pivot towards innovative technological remedies. The success achieved by universities and the attainment of organizational excellence are closely intertwined with their ability to evolve their technological capacities and integrate novel elements that engender profound modifications in both administrative and educational methodologies (Dawabsheh et al., 2013).

The results indicate that e-learning had a positive impact on improving the implementation of information technology capabilities in universities. Differences were also found in students’ behaviors during the research and development processes. One possible explanation is that the educational platforms that universities adopt in e-learning with a learning methodology based on scientific research and critical thinking enable students to move towards research, exploration, and development of their own science (Beard & Humphrey, 2014). This leads to the conclusion that achieving organizational excellence requires focusing on the use of modern technology in administrative and educational practices to develop a large research base that attracts students from all over the world and provides research that contributes to finding solutions and alternatives to the problems facing countries. This finding supports the results of several studies (Ahoorani & Banihashemi, 2019; AL-Abrow et al., 2011). Accordingly, there is always a need to use technology in learning because of its role in enabling senior management and decision-makers to achieve a great competitive advantage and a high reputation at the local and global levels.

7. Implication of the study

Our research makes notable contributions to the existing body of literature in two key dimensions. As universities increasingly turn to information technology as a means of enhancing both educational quality and organizational excellence, scholars in the field of information systems advocate for comprehensive investigations into the application of information technology
within educational and managerial contexts in universities (Wei et al., 2021). However, previous studies have primarily concentrated on the broader influence of e-learning on education in a general sense, without specifically delving into the distinct impact of e-learning on various dimensions within universities, particularly from organizational and administrative perspectives. This study underscores the significance of e-learning as a pivotal tool for elevating a university’s reputation and enhancing its organizational excellence.

Additionally, our findings demonstrate that information technology capability represents organizational competence. Our study revealed the positive and substantial effects of information technology capability in improving both e-learning effectiveness and overall organizational excellence. This discovery effectively bridges the gap between distance learning and IT proficiency. Robust IT capability contributes to the enrichment of online learning experiences for universities, enabling them to attain excellence in their administrative and organizational procedures. In the realm of building educational technology capabilities, the integration of varied e-learning facets with the experience of IT capabilities becomes paramount. Universities that possess extensive educational technology capabilities are positioned to seamlessly integrate e-learning across diverse domains, thus augmenting quality assurance standards.

Moreover, this study has profound implications for management practice. This underscores that the strategic application of e-learning and the university’s IT capabilities profoundly influence the achievement of remarkable and sustainable performance (Lee et al., 2019). This underscores the criticality of investment and development in robust IT capabilities within university infrastructure. For instance, universities would benefit from recruiting adept IT managers who can proficiently oversee three pivotal dimensions: IT infrastructure capacity, R&D laboratories, and the ability to expand IT initiatives. Attaining performance excellence and customer satisfaction hinges upon these competencies.

Finally, our findings establish a direct relationship between the magnitude of information technology capacity and the extent of e-learning adoption within universities. Hence, top-tier university management must prioritize the enhancement of the IT infrastructure to facilitate more effective e-learning implementation.

8. Conclusion

This study tested a simple prototype to measure the impact of e-learning on the institutional and organizational excellence of public universities in the United Arab Emirates. Apart from empirically establishing that technology and excellence are two different constructs, this study demonstrates that organizational excellence can be attained by creating a relationship between e-learning factors and various IT capabilities, in addition to empirically demonstrating that technology and excellence are two distinct constructs. On using technology in their administrative and educational strategies and that the university cannot become the best by only increasing the level of the e-learning variable to its existing level.

For the successful implementation of e-learning and the achievement of organizational excellence, these issues require attention from those who formulate the architecture of excellence and modern and emerging technology; otherwise, the implementation of e-learning will fail in universities. Technology in this case refers not only to the actual software and hardware features of the platform but also to how well the technology has been adapted to the best teaching practices. The results indicate that if technology is available but not used, it reduces satisfaction, and therefore, organizational excellence. Our findings fill a gap in the literature on e-learning and information technology infrastructure as a process and offer possibilities for future visions for universities to enhance their organizational excellence on this topic, and creates opportunities for rational thinking.
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